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CFC Loud n Clear Foundation 501c3 is a grassroots New Jersey registered nonprofit Recovery Community Organization (RCO) providing a model relapse prevention program that supports all pathways to recovery through peer driven and operated programs. Our mission is committed to helping individuals and families struggling with addiction find, maintain, and strengthen their recovery through peer-based support, certified intervention and professional treatment guidance, community education and naloxone trainings, educational presentations, sober living homes, sober social activities, and reintegration into society through participation in the all encompassing CFC Recovery Community.

VOLUNTEERS

• Volunteers are always needed and greatly appreciated for events. Winter Gala, Evening of Excellence, Rock The Farm Musicfest for Recovery

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

• Sponsorship of Sober Social Outing (20ppl): Sporting event, Movies, Dinner, Amusement Park.
• Winter Gala Items procurement for Silent Auction
• Educational Scholarship for CFC Member
IN KIND

- Banquet Hall and/or catering in order to host a formal evening of "excellence in recovery" so our members may celebrate their growth with their families.
- Legal advice for CFC Members
- Dental Services for CFC Members

LARGER DONATIONS

- Office printer
- CFC Member laptop for TK-GO resume & career building sessions.
- Gravel for our parking lot 200x100

SPECIFIC ITEMS

- Movie Projector for Movie/Family Night
- Standing Popcorn Maker
- Art Canvas & acrylic paints & brushes
- (5) 60" Round Tables

DONATION AMOUNTS FOR SPECIFIC ITEMS

- Movie Projector = $600.00
- Standing Popcorn Maker = $250.00
- Art Canvas Box of 6 = $33.00
- Acrylic Paints = $20.00
- Paint Brushes = $20.00
- (5) 60" Round Tables = $86.00 each